
REIMYO: Impossible sound made possible!

"Reimyo" means miracle, and that's the name Harmonix has given to its growing lineup of cutting-edge sound
equipment. The Reimyo lineup truly lives up to its name. The lineup was designed through
High-TechFusion; that's where Harmonix collaborates with the world's finest specialized companies,
combining the best technology in the world to create an unprecedented, and otherwise impossible,
product line. As their name implies, these systems bring out natural sound in an almost miraculous way.

REIMYO SERIES:
CDP-777 CD Transport / Player
DAP-777 Digital Audio Processor
PAT-777 300B Single Stereo Power Amplifier

In such a short time the Reimyo products are spreading there miraculous natural sound
around the world.

South America /Brazil
Cavi Audio & Video: Reimyo CDP-777  Product Of The Year 2002!
It's not every day that we can come across signal sources ( whether digital or analog) that
propitiate us such pleasure in the listening of "our blessed music of every day". This "Sonic
Miracle" doesn't happen so often. Thus, my friendly reader, if your "wallet is stuffed with "doch"
enough to afford this product, go and buy it, while it lasts.

Asia/Singapore
Sound & Sight Journal Singapore: The Best  CD Player in 2002 Harmonix CDP-777
Although the Harmonix CDP-777 is cheaper than the "Digital Triangle" the price of $19,800
exceeds my budget and I could not afford! However, for the serious audiophiles searching
for perfect sounding CD Player, Reimyo CDP-777 is the only choice.

Europe/Germany:
image hifi 51/ 2003: Reimyo CDP-777
„Inside it works an extended version of the K2 processor  by JVC. The upsampling rate is 24-bit /
176.4 kHz, the D/A converter works with 24-bits with a data rate of 705.6kHz, while digital
filtering is done with 24-bit 4x (176.4 kHz x 4).

„Live recordings in particular turn into a powerful and intense experience.“
This may be due to the CDP-777’s ability to unlock so much more spatial information from Cds
than one is normally accustomed to experiencing.“

„The high resolution and tremendous information content are accompanied by a broadly expanded
 palette of adio hues.“
„Of course the choice of the word palette again implies too much of a raster, section or
 division into values.“. „World class.“


